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outer layer 36. The arcuate cut 20 in the outer layer is 
along one side of the elliptical area 24 from one end 

John P. Chandler, 121 Lincoln St., Worcester, Mass. thereof to the other‘ To prepilre the splin for use’ me 
Filed May 29, 1959, Ser_ No_ 816,781 area 24 of the outer layer 36 is pulled toward the ‘edge 

3 Claims_ (CL 128___87) 5 12 until the sides 20, 22 of the aperture through the inner 
layer 34 substantially coincide whereupon the entire area 
24 overlaps an area 26 of equal size and shape on the 

easy and economical to make, can be compactly pack- other side of the cut 20. The sticky face of the area 24 
‘aged, and which is adapted to support the ?nger in a is then pressed against the area 26 to hold the splint in 
somewhat bent position which is preferable to being 10 the warped condition caused by drawing the area 24 over 
straight. upon the area 26. The splint can then be applied to a 

It is an object of the invention to provide a simple splint ?nger as indicated in FIGURE 1, and the straps are then 
structure which is ?at when packaged for sale but can wrapped around the ?nger to hold the splint ?rmly in 
easily be prepared for use in the form of a curved place. 
trough adapted to receive and support a ?nger. 15 A modi?ed form of the invention is illustrated in 

For a more complete understanding of the invention, FIGURE 5. The longitudinally arched trough 40' is 
reference may be had to the following description thereof made by securing together along their concave edges two 
and to the drawing, of which— pieces 42 and 44 of sheet material each of which is 
FIGURE 1 is an elevational view of a ?nger to which elongated with concentric arcuate side edges one of which 

has been applied a splint embodying the invention; 20 is concave, the other ‘being convex. Stiifening wires 46 
FIGURE 2 is a section, on a larger scale, of the splint and 48 extend along the convex edges of these pieces. 

shown in FIGURE 1; Any convenient number of straps 50 may be attached 
FIGURE 3 is a view of the outer face of a splint in to one or both convex edges of the splint to project out 

the flat condition before being adjusted to receive a ward therefrom and be wrapped about a ?nger to which 
?nger; 25 the splint is applied. When in ?at form for packaging, 
FIGURE 4 is a perspective view of a splint after it has the pieces 42 and 44 lie ?at on each other. 

been adjusted to receive a ?nger, and I claim; 
FIGURE 5 is a perspective view of a modi?ed form of 1, A ?nger splint comprising ‘a body consisting of two 

SPllHt- layers of ?exible fabric adhesively joined together face 
A Partially completed Splint in flat condition for Pack" 30 to face, said layers having a contour with convex side 

ing and Shipping is Shown in FIGURE 3- This Com- edges, ?exible stiffening elements along the side edges of 
prises a body 10 having a contour With Convex Side edges said body, one of said layers having a central semi-ellip 
12 and 14. Flexible stiffening elements 16 and 18 such tical cut therethmngh forming a ?ap which is adhesively 
as Wires eXtend along ‘the respective Side edges- The joined to the adjoining area of said layer on the other 
‘body 10 has a Central, longitudinally extending, arcllate 35 side of said cut, and adhesive straps extending outward 
cut 20 therethrough which with a similar are 22 sym- from a Side edge of Said body_ 
metrical thereto de?nes an area 24 which is approxi- 2. An article to be made into a ?nger Splint’ com. 
mate'ly elliptical. On the lnner face of the area 24 is a prising a piece of ?exible fabric having convex side edges, 
coatmg of smtable a‘llleslve’ preferably bl'lt.not,necessar_?y ?exible stiffening elements along said side edges, a narrow 
ofdthiipressjtlreilsienslége.type' For ?ght? m garédlmg 40 elliptical area of adhesive coating centrally located on 
zgsils 12212175816 sninitsilglf arglvemayiege “5:226 8110x731; said piece of fabric, the fabric being cut through along 

y r y r p one ‘side of said elliptical area from one end to the other 
consisting for exam le of a small iece of paper, sheet . . . . 
resin or the like wig} a glazed Suffice‘ when the splint thereof, and a plurahty of adhesive straps projectlng out 

’ 45 ward from a side edge of said piece of fabric. 
is to be com leted and ut to use, the cover piece is , _ p p 3. An article to be made into a ?nger splint, com 
stripped off to expose the adhesive area 24, then, this _ _ _ _ prising a ?at body with convex side edges made of two 
area is pulled past the cut ‘20 to overlap the outer area 26 _ _ _ _ 
adjacent to the cut and is pressed into adhesive contact layers of ?exible sheet material with tacky adhesive sur 

faces in mutual contact, ?exible stiffening elements with the area 26. This distorts the body 10 causing the 
median line of the body to be concave outward so as to 50 along Said side edges of Said body, one of said layers 
receive a ?nger 30 Which is Somewhat bent at the ?rst having a central elliptical aperture exposing an adhesive 
joint as indicated in FIGURE ‘1. The margins of the area of the layer, Said other layer having a cut there 
body_10 turn up to engage the sides of the ?ngBT and are through along one side of said elliptical aperture from 
ltleld m plgcetlhbydstrags 3'2 fwtl?lcg age lpgefeéagly attichlid 55 one end to the other thereof, and a plurality of adhesive 
ooneoro sieegeso eoy an aveaacy -. _. surface. The Straps adhere to the ?nger when Wrapped straps projectlng outward from a side edge of said body. 

‘around it and hold the splint in place. 
The splint body 10 may be a single layer of a ?exible 

fabric or may conveniently have two or more layers. 
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The invention relates to a splint for a ?nger which is 
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